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is the methods of artificial weather modification.
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The process when perfected, can help in agriculture,
getting rid of droughts, floods and avoid cyclones and
typhoons.
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It is also the process by which the enemy can be
devastated, artificial floods, cyclones and typhoons
created.
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In ancient religions and legends, weather control,
creation of cyclone, rain, flood, drought were nothing
new. In the modern age the Scientists and technologists
are busy perfecting the weather control sciences. It is
shaping up as the most vibrant area of research and
development.

It can allow controlling the world economy and
agricultural commodity markets.
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Many countries are mastering the science of weather
control. As a matter of fact many experts predict that a
war game is being played by major powers in the world to
demonstrate their capabilities of weather control. Most of
these initiatives are classified and shoved off from the
public. The only way one can track these initiatives is to
look at countries taking actions to shield against weather
control experiments.
Recently, scientists and engineers have started unveiling
the actual methods of weather control. Some primitive
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methods like Cloud-top seeding can confuse you and
point you to a wrong direction. Cloud-top seeding is
usually performed between the temperatures of -5°C and
-10°C. The greatest amount of super-cooled liquid water
is usually found within this range. This corresponds to an
altitude range of 15,000 to 22,000 ft depending upon
location. Dropping or ejecting silver iodide flares into the
growing cloud turrets dispenses seeding agent. The
seeding agent is placed into the super-cooled clouds
where nucleation is desired, so the updrafts in these
cases are relied upon only to provide a continuing source
of condensate. This delivery technique requires less
anticipation on the part of those directing the seeding
operations and may have a more immediate effect.
The more modern methods involve artificial ionization of
earth’s atmosphere between 15,000 and 30,000 ft. and
above. Manipulating the ionosphere and use of controlled
solar-terrestrial interactions can create much larger
effects. Scientists are realizing that the earth’s weather is
controlled by Sun's natural Electromagnetic Radiation
reaching the earth. The Sun’s Radiations and Ultraviolet
Rays have to cross the ionosphere to reach the earth.
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There are early indications that the solar radiations and
flares are directly responsible for planetary weather
changes. And Solar flares and levels of radiations are
caused by bombardment of cosmic rays on the Sun from
either a distant massive black hole or a star-cluster
caused by the collapse of thousands and thousands of
stars in a small space.
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Computer models obviously focused on the ionosphere,
which acts as a filter for the solar radiations to reach the
earth. If one can manipulate and control the filter, it
becomes a potential source of massive weather
modification. That is what the computer simulation
models found. Controlling the ionosphere potentially
allows weather control. The algorithmic variation of
ionosphere can create the magic in a massive scale.
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There are many methods of controlling the ionosphere. It
is the process of artificially manipulating ion density in the
ionosphere. High power transmitter and antenna array
operating in the HF(High Frequency) range is one of the
methods. There are lots of literature on that in the
Internet and declassified scientific research journals.
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However, the recent trend is in using super conductors in
space satellites to generate intense high intensity
electromagnetic flux.
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